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The American Revolution was the political upheaval during the last half of the 18th century in
which thirteen colonies and North America joined together to break free from the British Empire,
combining to become the United States of America.
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It is said to be the result of a series of social, political, and intellectual transformations in early
American society and government.
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Causes for American Revolution
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1. The French and Indian War
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from the French. But once Britain and France went to war, the need for Britain's
protection became less significant for them. This was just another reason the Thirteen
Colonies wanted independence from the British. The war had threatened the British
Empire, and it seemed to lose some of its prestige.
This war took place from 1754 to 1763 between the French and Native American allies
against the English and their Native American allies.
The main conflict was over the control of land around.
Colonists fought alongside the British.
Many historic figures of the revolution got their experience in this war. Including George
Washington.
England lost a lot of money in the war and felt that Americans should pay for the
"protection" they gave us.

2. Pandemic

-60% of the
population was wiped out, it forced people to question their leaders; but leaders were not
able to come up with answers. This forced people to question authority, take measures in
their own hands and deal with a problem themselves.
The American Revolution is another incident around the same time period where people
are taking matters into their own hands and deal with a problem themselves.
The Black Death is an indirect but extremely powerful movement to the American
Revolution because it taught people to take measures into their own hands and make a
better state of life for themselves.

3. Americans felt they Deserved Equal rights with Englishmen
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They first rejected the authority of the Parliament of Great Britain to govern them from
overseas without representation, and then expelled all royal officials.
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English
have a role in the governing of their own country. This discontentment is ultimately what
led to the Revolutionary War.
4. Series of intolerable acts
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The Sugar Act - In 1764 the British crown put out a three-cent tax on sugar and increased
taxes on coffee, indigo, and certain kinds of wine. Imports of rum and wine were limited.
While only certain members of colonial population were affected. They were very vocal
in their indignation.
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The Stamp Act - This 1765 Act was the first to effect the entire population. All
publications (newspapers, pamphlets, legal documents) had to have a Stamp. The stamps
cost money and caused colonist to become angry over paying for something they had
gotten for free for a long time. Many protests by colonist followed this act.
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Townshend Acts - These series of 1767 laws placed taxes on lead, paints, glass, paper
and tea. Colonist became outraged at this final straw in taxes and with many violent
protests they had caused the Crown to repeal taxes on all but Tea and send more British
troops to control colonist.

not only because they were unfair, but also because the colonist had no say in parliament.

5. Governmental Discrepancies

America was divided into separate states each with its own small self-government

The Americans realized that if they were to continue their allegiance to the British, they
would never be granted the freedom they desired. This is a large contributing factor that
ultimately leads to victory of the revolutionary war.

There is no direct cause of the revolution; the war began as a disagreement over the way in
which Great Britain treated the colonies versus the way the colonies felt they should be treated.
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1. Boston Massacre
On March 5, 1770 a group of protesting colonist encountered British Soldiers patrolling
the streets of Boston. In a scuffle that neither side can agree on, 5 colonist were shot, one
(Crispus Attacks) ended up dead.
This lead to further mistrust of British military.
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2. Boston Tea Party
This was a particularly heated protest of the tax on tea. On December 16, 1773 Colonist
known
tea from English ships into the harbor.
Similar protest followed in other locations, and eventually tea was boycotted by patriot
colonist across the 13 colonies
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3. Lexington and Concord
First shots fired between American and British troops, on April 19, 1775.
The British chose to march to Concord because it was an arms depot. This meant that the
Americans had stockpiled weapons there. British troops had occupied Boston and were
marching on Concord as they passed through Lexington.
No one is still sure who fired first, but it was the "Shot Heard 'Round the World." Both
sides opened fire, and the Americans were forced to withdraw.
But they had slowed the British advance. By the time the Redcoats got to Concord, the
Americans were waiting for them in force.
The weapons depot was saved, and the British were forced to retreat, harassed by
militiamen along the way. The skirmishes were preceded by Paul Revere's famous ride,
warning the countryside: "The British are Coming!"
4. Battle of Bunker Hill
It took place on June 17, 1775 during the Siege of Boston. Although it was called the
Battle of Bunker Hill, it took place mostly on Breed's Hill.
The colonial militia learned that British generals were planning to send troops from
Boston to occupy the hills surrounding the city. William Prescott with about 1200
colonial militia quickly constructed earthen fortifications on top of Breed's Hill.
The British troops attacked the next day. The first two assaults were repulsed by the
colonial militia resulting in considerable losses to the British force. On the third assault,
the colonial militia ran out of ammunition and had to retreat back to Cambridge.
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Although the British won the battle, it resulted in over 800 wounded and 226 killed. This
demonstrated that the relatively inexperienced colonial forces were willing and able to
stand up to the British troops.
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5. Declaration of Independence
When armed conflict between bands of American colonists and British soldiers began in
April 1775, the Americans were ostensibly fighting only for their rights as subjects of the
British crown.
By the following summer, with the Revolutionary War in full swing, the movement for
independence from Britain had grown, and delegates of the Continental Congress were
faced with a vote on the issue.
In mid-June 1776, a five-man committee including Thomas Jefferson, John Adams and
Benjamin Franklin was tasked with drafting a formal statement of the colonies'
intentions.
The Congress formally adopted the Declaration of Independence--written largely by
Jefferson--in Philadelphia on July 4, a date now celebrated as the birth of American
independence.
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6. Battle of Trenton and Princeton
General George Washington's army crossed the icy Delaware on Christmas Day 1776
and, over the course of the next 10 days, won two crucial battles of the American
Revolution.
In the Battle of Trenton (December 26), Washington defeated a formidable garrison of
Hessian mercenaries before withdrawing.
A week later he returned to Trenton to lure British forces south, and then executed a
daring night march to capture Princeton on January 3.
The victories reasserted American control of much of New Jersey and greatly improved
the morale and unity of the colonial army and militias.
7. Treaty of Paris
This treaty, signed on September 3, 1783, between the American colonies and Great
Britain, ended the American Revolution and formally recognized the United States as an
independent nation.
The peace process brought a vaguely formed, newly born United States into the arena of
international diplomacy, playing against the largest, most sophisticated, and most
established powers on earth.
The three American negotiators, John Adams, Benjamin Franklin, and John Jay, proved
themselves to be masters of the game, outmaneuvering their counterparts and clinging
fiercely to the points of national interest that guaranteed a future for the United States.
Two crucial provisions of the treaty were British recognition of U.S. independence and
the delineation of boundaries that would allow for American western expansion.
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Most Native American tribes east of the Mississippi were uncertain about which side, if either, to
take during the Revolutionary War, and many remained neutral. A number of tribes, however,
feared the Revolution would replace the British--who had worked hard to protect their lands
from colonial encroachments--with the land-hungry colonials. As a result, these tribes fought
with the British or took advantage of the situation and acted against the colonists on their own.
Patriots viewed the Indians as a threat throughout the war. The patriots' use of the term savages
for the Native Americans gives a good indication of their overall attitude toward most tribes.

Women
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For some African Americans, the Revolution meant freedom. Because so much of the fighting in
the last years of the war took place in the South, many slaves escaped to British lines. The
British, hoping to weaken the American war effort, emancipated and evacuated thousands of exslaves. A few African Americans also won their freedom by fighting in the Continental Army
despite the prejudices of patriot leaders. (This attitude changed somewhat during the course of
the war.) For the vast majority of African Americans, however, the liberties touted by the
American Revolution remained more promise than reality.
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Women's lives were also profoundly affected by the Revolutionary War. Women whose
husbands and other male relatives went to war had to assume many of their responsibilities,
whether it is the farm or small business. Since Continental Army soldiers were typically drawn
from the lower ranks of society, many women did not have farms and businesses to fall back on.
Cities throughout the United States witnessed growing populations of impoverished women.
Many women did not stay at home when their husbands went off to war. These women flocked
to the army camps to join male relatives. There they helped maintain army morale while doing
traditional women's chores--cooking, laundry, nursing, and so forth.

Loyalist

Loyalists were American colonists who remained loyal to the British Empire and the British
monarchy during the American Revolutionary War. At the time they were often called Tories,
Royalists, or King's Men. They were opposed by the Patriots, those who supported the
revolution. When their cause was defeated, about 15% of the Loyalists or 65-70000 fled to other
parts of the British Empire, in Britain or elsewhere in British North America. The southern
colonists moved mostly to Florida, which had remained loyal to the Crown, and to British
Caribbean possessions, while northern colonists largely migrated to Ontario, New Brunswick
and Nova Scotia, where they were called United Empire Loyalists. Most were compensated with
Canadian land or British cash distributed through formal claims procedures.
Historians have estimated that between 15 and 20 percent of the 2.5 million whites in the
colonies were Loyalists, or about 500,000 men, women and children.
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John Adams guessed that only 1/3 of the colonial population supported the revolution. Another
1/3 supported Britain and the final 1/3 remained neutral. As a result, the American Revolution
was also a civil war.
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The American Revolution proved consequential to world history. The revolution split the
colonies three ways. Economically, it helped establish the American financial system and
bankrupted France. The revolution inspired revolts in France, Latin America, and continues to
aspire today. It also inspired movements within the United States. In the end, a small band of
revolutionaries defeated the British Empire and ushered in the modern era as democracies began
to spread around the world following the Peace of Paris.
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In 1774 Louis XVI of the Bourbon family of kings ascended the throne of France. He was 20
years old and married to the Austrian princess Marie Antoinette. Upon his accession the new
king found an empty treasury. Under Louis XVI, France helped thirteen American colonies to
gain their profit and independence from the common enemy, Britain.
In France, people were divided into three estates
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1. First Estate
The First Estate, which made up about one percent of the total population, was divided
into two groups: upper and lower. The upper clergy included archbishops, bishops, and
abbots.
Due to the power of the Roman Catholic Church, these people were exempt from most
taxes. These men of high status and privilege enjoyed luxurious lives in their large
palaces. Meanwhile, the lower clergy, which included poorly-paid village priests, had to
suffer along with the third class peasants.
2. Second Estate
The Second Estate was composed of about 30,000 families who belonged to the nobility
like Duke and Duchess, count and countess, and marquis and marquees. Like the clergy,
the nobility represented another privileged Estate.
They held the highest position in the Church, the army, and the government. As well,
they were exempt from paying taxes of any kind.
They collected rent from the peasant population who lived on their lands. They also
collected an extreme amount of customary dues, as well as dues on salt, cloth, bread, and
wine. Most of the nobility was descendants from the warriors, who helped the King
conquer France in the early days.
They lived a life of lordly ease and luxury and enjoyed great privileges.
3. Third Estate
About 26 million citizens, the Third Estate consisted the bourgeoisie, the peasantry, and
the urban artisans. The bourgeoisie, which included merchants, manufacturers, bankers,
doctors, lawyers, and intellectuals, were generally prosperous and often as wealthy as
nobles.
Third Estate was dominated by the middle class.
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Calling the Estates General

Louis XVI attempted to tax the nobles.
The nobles forced the king to call a meeting of the Estates-General an assembly of
delegates from each of the three estates in 1788.
When the Estates General met, each estate solemnly marched into the hall at Versailles.
The third estate dressed all in black, the nobility dressed in all their finery, and the clergy
dressed in full regalia.
The delegates of the third estate insisted that the three orders meet together and that the
vote be taken by head, rather than by order.
Since there were far more delegates from the third estate, this plan would give them a
majority.
The King refused to grant their request.
The third estate refused to budge.
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The Third Estate declared itself to be the National Assembly.
Louis XVI responded by locking the Third Estate out of the meeting.
The Third Estate relocated to a nearby tennis court where its members vowed to stay
together and create a written constitution for France.
On June 23, 1789, Louis XVI relented. He ordered the three estates to meet together as
the National Assembly and vote, by population, on a constitution for France.
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The King was unwilling to use force and eventually ordered the first and second estates to jo in
the new National Assembly.
The third estate had won.
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The National Assembly (1789-1791)
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The new National Assembly created the historic and influential document The
Declaration of the Rights of Man , which stated the principle that all men had equal rights
under the law.
Louis XVI did not actually want a written constitution
When news of his plan to use military force against the National Assembly reached Paris
on July 14, 1789, people stormed the Bastille.

Changes under the National Assembly
Abolishment of guilds and labor unions
Abolition of special privileges
Constitution of 1791
Declaration of the Rights of Man
Equality before the law (for men)
Many nobles left France and became known as émigrés
Reforms in local government
Taxes levied based on the ability to pay

Declaration of the rights of men (August 26, 1789)
Freedom of religion
Freedom of speech
Freedom of the press

Right of the people to create laws
Right to a fair trial

End of special privileges
Church lands were seized, divided, and sold to peasants
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Civil Constitution of the Clergy required that Church officials be elected by the people,
with salaries paid by the government
2/3 of Church officials fled the country rather than swear allegiance to this
All feudal dues and tithes were eradicated
All special privileges of the First and Second Estates were abolished
The price of bread was high and supplies were short due to harvest failures. New courts,
with judges elected by the people, were established
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The night of 4th August
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The National Assembly responded to the Great Fear.
On the Night of August 4, 1789, one by one members of the nobility and clergy rose to
give up:
Feudal dues
Serfdom
The tithe
Hunting and fishing rights
Personal privileges.
In one night feudalism was destroyed in France.

France abolishes Monarchy becomes a Republic
1792: The National Assembly voted for declaration of war against Prussia and Austria.
Revolutionary wars brought losses and economic difficulties to the people.
Large sections of people continued with the revolution and formed numerous political
clubs such as the Jacobins.
10th August, 1792: The Jacobins entered the Palace of the Tuileries.
Held the king as hostage for several hours.
The Assembly voted for imprisonment of the royal family.
Elections were held and all men of 21 years and above got the right to vote.
The newly elected assembly was called the Convention.
21ST September, 1792: The Convention abolished the monarchy and declared France a
Republic.

Role Played by the Rulers of Austria and Prussia
Although Louis XVI had signed the Constitution, he entered into secret negotiations with the
King of Prussia. Rulers of other neighboring countries too were worried by the developments in
France and made plans to send troops to put down the events that had been taking place there
since the summer of 1789. Before this could happen, the National Assembly voted in April 1792
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to declare war against Prussia and Austria. Thousands of volunteers thronged from the provinces
to join the army. They saw this as a war of the people against kings and aristocracies all over
Europe. The king of Austria and Prussia were scared because of the people revolting in
France. They thought that people might be encouraged and they would attack the king in the
same way so they attacked France in order to displace their mind from the alarm.

End of Louis XVI

(1793-1794)
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Formation of the
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his wife Marie Antoinette. This was the beginning of the Jacobins
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Maximilian Robespierre was the leader of the Jacobins.
They practiced a policy of severe control and repression.
enemies of the republic were arrested, imprisoned and then tried
by a revolutionary tribunal.
They imposed a maximum ceiling on wages and prices.
Meat and bread were rationed.
Peasants were forced to sell their grain at the prices fixed by the government.
Churches were shut down and their buildings converted into barracks or offices.
All citizens were required to eat the pain d egalite (equality bread) and discard the use of
expensive white flour.

The end of Maximilian Robespierre reign
The end of reign of terror was on July, 1794
Robespierre was arrested and guillotined because of his policies.

The Directory (1795-1799)

The wealthier middle classes seized power.
A new constitution was introduced.
Voting right to the non-propertied sections of the society was denied.
The new constitution provided for two elected legislative councils.
These councils appointed an executive consisting of five members, called the Directory
which was formed for avoiding the concentration of power.
Differences arose between the Directory and the legislative councils which paved the way
for the rise of a military dictator, Napoleon Bonaparte.
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Women may not have gained too much during the French Revolution in terms of their own
freedom, but from the beginning of the conflict, they played a significant role in the fight.
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Since women were greatly concerned about their children's welfare, they were ready to riot when
food became too costly or scarce. Women were also involved in the National Assembly galleries,
ever ready to demand action and change.
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There were many men who believed in the Revolution, but not for women's rights. Jean- Jacques
Rousseau, one of the most well-known writers of the Enlightenment movement in the 18th
century, believed that females were biologically and thus socially different from men. Their role
was to be a wife and mother, rather than play significant roles in public. Rousseau's comments
on education galvanized both his male and female members. He called for increased
independence for boys and stressed how important it was to have mothers raise their children.
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But many women objected to his insistence that women did not need serious intellectual
preparation for life. Some women took their pleas for education into the press. Most men and
women agreed with Rousseau. At this time, a large majority of European and American married
women had no legal status separate from their husbands. They were prohibited from initiating a
lawsuit, participating on a jury, owning property or even writing a will.
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Abolitionists called for the same equal rights as men, demanding universal suffrage and
common-law marriages. In 1790, women gained the right to file for divorce.
Women wanted to be involved in all aspects of the Revolution, including the military.
A woman's group called the Amazons unsuccessfully petitioned the French National Assembly
to join the militia. Although some women tried to sneak onto the battlefield, they were officially
banned from joining the army. This was despite the fact that France was in desperate need of
soldiers. Women found other ways to participate. They formed women's organizations, such as
Etta d'Palme's Friends of Truth, and discussed revolutionary ideals heatedly and stressed
feminism.
The Revolutionary Republic Women (RRW), led by actress Claire Lacombe and business
woman Pauline Leon, emphasized the need for obtaining bread for themselves and their friends,
but also for expanding literacy and obtaining rights for suffrage and to bear arms. Many
members of the RRW were arrested and jailed after the organization paired up with the leftist
political party, the Enragés.
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Can politics change the clothes people wear, the language they speak or the books they read?????
The years following 1789 saw many such changes in the lives of men, women and children. The
revolutionary government took it upon themselves to pass laws that would translate the ideals of
liberty and equality into everyday practice.
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One important law that came into effect soon after the storming of the Bastille in summer of
1789 was the abolition of censorship. Now the declaration of the rights of men and citizen
proclaimed freedom of speech and expression to be a natural right. Newspapers, books and
printed pictures flooded the town of France from where they travelled rapidly into the
countryside.
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They all described and discussed the events and changes taking place in France. Freedom of the
press also meant that opposing views of events could be expressed. Each side sought to convince
the others of its views through the medium of print. Plays, songs and festive processions
attracted large numbers of people. This was one way they could grasp and identify with ideas
such as liberty or justice that political philosophers wrote about at length in texts which only a
handful of educated people could read. The declaration of rights of men & citizen.

1804, Napoleon Bonaparte crowned himself emperor of France. He set out to conquer
neighboring European countries, dispossessing dynasties and creating kingdoms where he placed
members of his family. Napoleon saw his role as a modernizer of Europe. He introduced many
rules such as protection of private properties and a uniform system of weights and measures
provided by the decimal system. Initially many saw Napoleon as a liberator who would bring
freedom for the people. But soon the Napoleonic armies came to be viewed everywhere as an
invading force. He was finally defeated at waterloo in 1815. Many of his measures that carried
the revolutionary ideas of liberty and modern laws of other parts of Europe had an impact on
people long after Napoleonic had left. Napoleon Bonaparte THE FETE DA LA FEDRERATION
ON 14 JULY 1790 CELEBRATED THE ESTABLISHMENT CONSTITUTIONAL
MONARCHY
The ideas of liberty and democratic rights were the most important legacy of the French
revolution. These spread from France to the rest of Europe during the nineteenth century, where
feudal systems were abolished. Colonized people reworked the idea of freedom from the
bondage into their movements to create a sovereign nation state. Tipu Sultan and Raja
Rammohan Roy are two examples of individuals who responded to the ideas coming from
revolutionary France.
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The Industrial Revolution marks a major turning point in history; almost every aspect of daily
life was influenced in some way. More was created in the last 250+ years than in the previous
2500+ years of known human history.

The Industrial Revolution was the transition to new manufacturing processes in the period from
about 1760 to sometime between 1820 and 1840. This transition included
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Going from hand production methods to machines
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New chemical manufacturing and iron production processes
Improved efficiency of water power
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The increasing use of steam power
The development of machine tools.
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The change from wood and other bio-fuels to coal
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It began in Great Britain and within a few decades had spread to Western Europe and the United
States.
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Developments during Industrial Revolution
Mass production of goods.
o Increased numbers of goods.
o Increased diversity of goods produced.
Development of factory system of production.
Rural-to-urban migration.
o People left farms to work in cities.
Development of capitalism.
o Financial capital for continued industrial growth.
Development and growth of new socio-economic classes.
o Working class, bourgeoisie, and wealthy industrial class.
Commitment to research and development.
o Investments in new technologies.
o Industrial and governmental interest in promoting invention, the sciences, and
overall industrial growth.

Why it has started in Britain:
Capital

The Commercial Revolution made many English merchants very wealthy.
These merchants had the capital to invest in the factory system money to buy buildings,
machinery, and raw materials.
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Wealth from the Commercial Revolution spread beyond the merchant class.
England had more colonies than any other nation.
Its colonies gave England access to enormous markets and vast amounts of raw materials.
Colonies had rich textile industries for centuries
Many of the natural cloths popular today, such as calico and gingham, were
originally created in India
China had a silk industry.

Raw Materials
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England itself possessed the necessary raw materials to create the means of production.
England was lucky to have huge amount of Iron and Coal Ore which were located closely
to each other. Which were located near sea ports.
Coal vast coal reserves powered steam engines.
Iron basic building block of large machines, railroad tracks, trains, and ships.

Workers
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Feudalism ended in England. And the power of Lords declined as a result people started
moving out of villages to towns in search of new jobs.
English people could freely travel from the countryside to the cities.
Enclosure Acts caused many small farmers to lose their lands, and these former farmers
increased the labor supply.

Merchant Marine

Merchant marine built up from the Commercial Revolution
Vast numbers of ships could bring raw materials and finished goods to and from

Geography

England is the political center of Great Britain, an island.
Great Britain (as the entire island was called beginning in 1707) did not suffer fighting on
its land during the wars of the 18th century.
Island has excellent harbors and ports.
Damp climate (moist climate) benefited the textile industry (thread did not dry out).
Government was stable and the power of king rose.
After Feudalism got over there were no internal trade barriers.

Major technological developments
The commencement of the Industrial Revolution is closely linked to a small number of
innovations, beginning in the second half of the 18th century. By the 1830s the following gains
had been made in important technologies:
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Textiles Mechanized cotton spinning powered by steam or water increased the output of a
worker by a factor of about 1000. The power loom increased the output of a worker by a
factor of over 40. The cotton gin increased productivity or removing seed from cotton by a
factor of 50. Large gains in productivity also occurred in spinning and weaving of wool and
linen, but they were not as great as in cotton.
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Steam power The efficiency of steam engines increased so that they used between onefifth and one-tenth as much fuel. The adaption of stationary steam engines to rotary motion
made them suitable for industrial uses. The high pressure engine had a high power to weight
ratio, making it suitable for transportation. Steam power underwent a rapid expansion after
1800.
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Iron making The substitution of coke for charcoal greatly lowered the fuel cost of pig iron
and wrought iron production. Using coke also allowed larger blast furnaces, resulting in
economies of scale. The cast iron blowing cylinder was first used in 1760. It was later
improved by making it double acting, which allowed higher furnace temperatures. The
puddling process produced a structural grade iron at a lower cost than the finery forge. The
rolling mill was fifteen times faster than hammering wrought iron. Hot blast (1829) greatly
increased fuel efficiency in iron production in the following decades.
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The Spread of the Industrial Revolution
Mid-1800s Great Britain, the world leader in the Industrial Revolution, attempted to
ban the export of its methods and technologies, but this soon failed.
1812 United States industrialized after the War of 1812.
After 1825 France joined the Industrial Revolution following the French Revolution
and Napoleonic wars.
Circa 1870 Germany industrialized at a rapid pace, while Belgium, Holland, Italy,
Sweden, and Switzerland were slower to industrialize.
By 1890 Russia and Japan began to industrialize.

Economic Changes

1. Factory System

Manufacture comes from the Latin manu and facere, meaning to make by hand.
But during the Industrial Revolution, the meaning of manufacturer switched from the
person who made an article by hand to the capitalist who hired workers to make articles.
Workers no longer owned the means of production (simple hand tools).
Instead, the newer means of production (expensive machinery) were owned by the
capitalist.
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2. Mass Production of Goods
Motor vehicle production in the United States

m

33,000 motor vehicles
181,000 motor vehicles
5,542,000 passenger cars alone
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Factors contributing to mass production:
Standardized (or interchangeable) parts
Assembly line
Labor division and specialization
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Mass production meant more items were produced at lower costs
More people could afford to buy manufactured goods, which in turn spurred demand
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Social Changes

Improved Status and Earning Power of Women
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Initially, factory owners hired women and children because they worked for lower wages.
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This brought many women, otherwise impoverished, to cities to work in factories.
Governments limited the work of children and, at times, of women.
Women gained economic power and independence.
Before industrialization, it was almost impossible for a woman to remain single
and live on her own.
Factories and urban centers attracted women in large numbers.
Women fought for and eventually gained political rights.

Increase in Leisure Time

Labor-saving devices invented and produced.
Vacuum cleaners.
Washing machines.
Refrigerators.
Entrepreneurs and inventors developed new forms of entertainment.
Moving pictures.
Amusement parks.
Birth of the weekend.

Traditionally, Western nations had Sunday (the Christian day of rest) as the only
day off from work.
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Saturday was added (after the struggles of Jewish labor unionists) to
accommodate the religious observances of Jewish factory workers (whose
Sabbath, or Shabbat, runs from Friday at sundown to Saturday at sundown).
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1750 144,000,000
1900 325,000,000
England
1750 - 11,000,000
1900 - 30,000,000
Many people immigrated to industrialized countries.
Numerous nationalities to the United States.
Irish to Manchester and Liverpool in England.
Population growth in industrialized nations required growing even more food.

The Labor Movement
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Domestic system.
Workers and employers knew each other personally.
Workers could aspire to become employers.
Factory system.
Workers no longer owned the means of production (machinery).
Employers no longer knew workers personally.
Factories often run by managers paid by the corporation.
Relationships between employers and employees grew strained.

Problems of the Factory System

Factories were crowded, dark, and dirty.
Workers toiled from dawn to dusk.

Young children worked with dangerous machinery.
Employment of women and children put men out of work.
Women and children were paid less for the same work.
Technological unemployment workers lost their jobs as their labor was replaced
by machines.

Factories driven solely by profit.
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often built and owned by factories.
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Factory towns
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But workers wanted to control their own lives.
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Businesses largely immune to problems of workers.
Factory (also company or mill) towns.
Towns built by employers around factories to house workers.
Workers charged higher prices than normal for rent, groceries, etc.
Workers often became indebted to their employers.
Created a type of forced servitude as workers had to stay on at their jobs to
pay their debts.
Considered paternalistic by workers.
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Not a strange concept to rural-to-urban migrants who were used to living on a
property.
Full of crowded tenements.
Few amenities.
Tenements buildings with rented multiple dwellings.
Apartment buildings with a more negative connotation.
Overcrowded and unsanitary.
Workers were unsatisfied both inside and outside the factories.

Rise of Labor Unions

Before labor unions, workers bargained individually
Before factories, a worker could bargain for better wages and working conditions
by arguing his or her particular skills.
But in factories, work is routine and one worker can easily replace another.

With labor unions, workers bargained together as a group, or collective

Organized groups of workers elected leaders to bargain on their behalf.
Used tools (such as strikes) to gain rights.

Legal Protections for Workers

Limited hours for women.
Later equal pay for equal work.
Eventual end to child labor.
Schools and requirements for school attendance grew as children were removed
from the workforce.
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Health and safety codes.
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Minimum wage.
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Legalization of unions.
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Rights of Female and Child Workers
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Women and children could legally be paid less than men for the same work.
Factory owners were more willing to hire them.
Male workers grew resentful.
English child laborers.
England had a history (going back to the 17th century) of training children (even
those younger than five years old) in a trade.
Poor children followed their mothers into factories.
Early male-dominated unions fought to banish women and children from the workplace.
Eventually this strategy was abandoned.
Women eventually won right to equal pay for equal work.
Though women today, in reality, still earn less than men at the same types
of work.
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Historians have traditionally cited four long-term causes of the First World War:
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IMPERIALISM Economic and political control over weaker nations
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Often nationalism led to rivalries and conflicts between nations.
Additionally, various ethnic groups resented domination by others and wanted independence.
Russia and Austria-Hungary disagreed over the treatment of Serbs in central Europe
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For many centuries, European nations built empires
Colonies supplied European nations with raw materials and provided markets for manufactured
goods
As Germany industrialized it competed directly with France and Britain
Major European countries also competed for land in Africa
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MILITARISM The growth of nationalism and imperialism led to increased military spending

ALLIANCE SYSTEM By 1907 Europe was divided into two armed camps
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Empires had to be defended and European nations increased military spending enormously in
the late 19th and early 20th century
By 1890 the strongest nation militarily in Europe was Germany
Germany had a strong army and buil
France, Italy, Japan and the United States quickly joined in the naval buildup
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By 1907 there were two major defense alliances in Europe
The Triple Entente, later known as the Allies, consisted of France, Britain, and Russia
The Triple Alliance, later known as the Central Powers, consisted of Germany, Austria-Hungary,
and Italy (Soon joined by the Ottoman Empire)

area
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Russia wanted access to the Mediterranean Sea
Germany wanted a rail link to the Ottoman Empire
Austria-Hungary, which had taken control of Bosnia in 1878, accused Serbia of subverting its rule
over Bosnia
Finally, in June of 1914, Archduke Franz Ferdinand, heir to the Austrian throne was gunned
down by a Serbia radical igniting a diplomatic crisis

The Fighting Begins
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The Alliance system pulled one nation after another into the conflict The Great War had begun
On August 3, 1914, Germany invaded Belgium, following a strategy known as the Schlieffen Plan
This plan called for a quick strike through Belgium to Paris, France
Next, Germany would attack Russia
The plan was designed to prevent a two-front war for Germany
Unable to save Belgium, the Allies retreated to the Marne River in France where they halted the
German advance in September of 1914
Both sides dug in for a long siege
By the spring of 1915, two parallel systems of deep trenches crossed France from Belgium to
Switzerland
There were 3 types of trenches; front line, support, and reserve
an area pockmarked with shell craters and filled
with barbed wire

First Battle of the Somme

During the First Battle of the Somme - which began July 1, 1916 and lasted until mid-November
the British suffered 60,000 casualties the first day
Final casualties for the First Battle of the Somme totaled 1.2 million, yet only 7 miles of ground
was gained
This bloody trench warfare, in which armies fought for mere yards of ground, lasted for three
years

USA in World War I

In 1914, most Americans saw no reason to join a struggle 3,000 miles away they wanted
neutrality
Some simply did not want their sons to experience the horror of warfare
German-Americans supported Germany in World War I
However, many American felt close to the British because of a shared ancestry and language
Most importantly, American economic interests were far stronger with the Allies
During the first two years of the war, America was providing (selling) the allied forces dynamite,
cannon powder, submarines, copper wire and tubing and other war material
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Both the Germans and British imposed naval blockades on each other
The Germans used U-boats (submarines) to prevent shipments to the North Atlantic
Any ship found in the waters around Britain would be sunk
United States involvement in World War I was hastened by the Lusitania disaster
The Lusitania was a British passenger liner that carried 1,198 persons on a fateful trip on May 7,
1915
A German U-boat sank the British passenger liner killing all aboard including 128 American tourists
The Germans claimed the ship was carrying Allied ammunition
Americans were outraged and public opinion turned against Germany and the Central Powers
The November 1916 election pitted incumbent Democrat Woodrow Wilson vs. Republican
candidate Supreme Court justice Charles Evans Hughes
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That slogan would prove ironic because within a few months the United States would be
embroiled in World War I

America edges closer to the WAR
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Several factors came together to bring the U.S. into the war;
1)
2) The Zimmerman Note, a telegram from the German foreign minister to the German
Ambassador in Mexico, proposed an alliance
3)
4) Next came the sinking of four unarmed U.S. merchant ships by German subs
A light drizzle fell on Washington on April 2, 1917, as senators, representatives, ambassadors,
members of the Supreme Court, and other guests crowded into the Capital building to hear
Wilson deliver his declaration of war
Congress passed the resolution a few days later
America was not ready for war only 200,000 men were in service when war was declared
Congress passed the Selective Service Act in May of 1917
By the end of 1918, 24 million had signed up and almost 3 million were called to duty
About 2 million American troops reached Europe

After 2 ½ years of fighting, the Allied forces were exhausted. One of the main contributions of the
Americans was fresh and enthusiastic troops.
because of their white belts. Most doughboys had never ventured far from the farms or small towns
they lived in.

New weapons used

Machine Guns Guns could now fire 600 rounds per minute
The Tank New steel tanks ran on caterpillar treads
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Airplanes Early dogfights resembled duals, however by 1918 the British had a fleet of planes that
could deliver bomb loads
Poison Gas mustard gas was used to subdue the enemy

American troops go on the offensive

ra

Germany collapses; The Great War ends
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When Russia surrendered to the Germans in 1917, it allowed the Central Powers to focus on the
Western Front
By May, the Germans were within 50 miles of Paris
The Americans arrived and immediately played a major role in pushing the Germans back
In July and August the Americans helped the Allies win the Second Battle of the Marne
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-Hungary, surrendered to the Allies
That same day, German sailors mutinied against their government
Other revolts followed, and Germany was too exhausted to continue
So at the eleventh hour, on the eleventh day, of the eleventh month of 1918, Germany signed a
truce ending the Great War
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Wilson fights for Peace

would be rejected by the

Allies

. Few important ones were:

No secret treaties
Freedom of the Seas
More free trade
Reduction of arms
Less colonialism
League of Nations to promote peace

The Big Four leaders, Wilson (U.S.), Clemenceau (France), Lloyd George (England), and Orlando
Wilson conceded on most of his 14 points in return for the establishment of the League of
Nations
On June 28, 1919, the Big Four and the leaders of the defeated nations gathered in the Hall of
Mirrors at Versailles and signed the Treaty of Versailles
The Treaty established nine new nations including;
Poland, Czechoslovakia, and Yugoslavia
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The Treaty broke up the Austro-Hungarian Empire and the Ottoman Empire empires
The Treaty barred Germany from maintaining an army, required them to give Alsace-Lorraine
back to France, and forced them to pay $33 billion in reparations to the Allies

The weakness of the Treaty
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The harsh treatment of Germany prevented the Treaty from creating a lasting peace in Europe
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This harsh treatment has sown the seeds for World War II

em

The Treaty humiliated the Germans by forcing them to admit sole responsibility for the war
(War-Guilt Clause)
Furthermore, Germany would never be able to pay $33 billion in reparations
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World War II (WWII or WW2), also known as the Second World War, was a global war. It is generally
considered to have lasted from 1939 to 1945, although some conflicts in Asia that are commonly viewed
as becoming part of the world war had begun earlier than 1939.
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It involved the vast majority of the world's nations including all of the great powers eventually
forming two opposing military alliances: the Allies and the Axis. It was the most widespread war in
history, with more than 100 million people, from more than 30 different countries.
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In a state of "total war", the major participants threw their entire economic, industrial, and scientific
capabilities behind the war effort, erasing the distinction between civilian and military resources.
Marked by mass deaths of civilians, including the Holocaust and the first use of nuclear weapons in
combat, it resulted in an estimated 50 million to 85 million fatalities. It made World War II the deadliest
conflict in human history.

Treaty of Versailles

After Germany lost WWI, the winning nations drafted a treaty to address issues such as
territorial adjustments, reparations, armament restrictions, war guilt and the League of Nations.
The treaty punished Germany and left bitter feelings.
Germany was forced to accept all the blame for the war and pay millions in reparations to
Britain and France.
Italy was disappointed that it was denied territory promised by Britain and France.

The Rise of Fascism in Italy

Fascism is a totalitarian form of government which:
Glorifies the state
Has one leader and one party
All aspects of society are controlled by the government
No opposition or protests are tolerated
Propaganda and censorship are widely practiced
Benito Mussolini came to power in 1922 and helped found the political ideology of fascism. He
sided with the Axis powers in 1940.

In Germany, depression, unemployment and hard times led to a dramatic
increase in votes for Hitler and the Nazi Party.
:
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After WWI many European economies were unstable.
The boom in the U.S. throughout the 1920s helped sustain worldwide trade.
The 1929 stock market crash in the U.S. and the resulting Great Depression spread throughout
the world. U.S. restrictive tariff policies worsened the depression.
As economies plummeted and unemployment rose, many people turned to powerful leaders
and governments who promised success through military buildup and the conquest of territory.

Japanese Expansionism

In 1931 Japan invaded Manchuria for raw materials.
The same year, Japan began to attack China, with full-scale war breaking out in 1937 in the SinoJapanese War.
In 1938, war broke out between Japan and the Soviet Union in what were known as the SovietJapanese Border Wars.

Anti-Communism

Under communism, all means of production are controlled by the government, as are property,
the media, and all other aspects of society.
The 1930s saw the rise of many totalitarian regimes; but most people chose fascism over
communism.

Appeasement

In 1938, Hitler demanded that Czechoslovakia cede the Sudetenland to Germany. He claimed
that the German population living there was being mistreated.
Czechoslovakian leaders, in the hopes that this would avoid a war in Europe.
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The glorification of war, in which a nation strengthens its military and stockpiles weapons in
preparation for war.
An important aspect of militarism is that the glorification of war is incorporated into all levels of
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Militaristic societies have existed throughout human history.

Nationalism
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In the extreme, it can lead to major conflicts between nations.
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American Isolationism
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The failure of peace efforts such as the Kellogg Briand Treaty during the 1920s disillusioned
many Americans about international involvement.
The U.S. was in a major depression throughout the 1930s and was mostly concerned with its
own problems.
Conflict in Europe seemed distant, and the U.S. tried to remain neutral. This policy weakened
the European democracies.
The Nye Committee held congressional hearings in the mid-1930s, concluding that the U.S. was
tricked into entering WWI by arms manufacturers and Allied propaganda.

Pre War Events

In mid-1937, following the Marco Polo Bridge Incident, Japan began the Second Sino-Japanese
War, culminating in a campaign to invade China.
In June 1938, Chinese forces stalled the Japanese advance by flooding the Yellow River
In May 1939, they became involved in a more serious border war that ended with signing a
cease-fire agreement on September 15 and restoring the status quo.
In March 1938 Germany annexed Austria with a supporting invasion, again provoking little
response from other European powers.
Germany and Italy forced Czechoslovakia to cede additional territory to Hungary and Poland.
In March 1939 Germany invaded the remainder of Czechoslovakia and subsequently split it into
the German Protectorate of Bohemia and Moravia and the pro-German independent client
state, the Slovak Republic.
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War breaks out
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World War II began on September 1, 1939, as Germany invaded Poland.
On September 3, Britain and France, followed by the Commonwealth, declared war on
Germany.
They could not help Poland much and only sent a small French attack on Germany from the
West.
The Soviet Union invaded eastern Poland soon after Germany, on September 17.
Finally, Poland was divided, but it never formally surrendered and continued fighting on the side
of the Allies elsewhere.
Germany then signed an agreement to work together with the Soviet Union.
After that, the Soviet Union forced the Baltic countries to allow it to keep Soviet soldiers in their
countries.
Finland did not accept the Soviet call for its land, so it was attacked in November 1939.
The war ended in March 1940 with a peace treaty.
France and Britain thought that the Soviet Union might enter the war on the side of Germany
and drove the Soviet Union out of the League of Nations.
After Poland was defeated, the "Phony War" began in the Western Europe.
While British soldiers were sent to the Continent, there were no big battles fought between two
sides.
Then, in April 1940, Germany decided to attack Norway and Denmark so that it would be safer
to transport iron ore from Sweden.
The Allies tried to disrupt but failed.
Chamberlain was replaced by Churchill as Prime Minister of United Kingdom in May 1940
because the British were unhappy with his work.
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On May 10, Germany invaded France, Belgium, Holland and Luxembourg and quickly won by
using blitzkrieg tactics.
The British were forced to leave mainland Europe at Dunkirk.
On June 10, Italy invaded France, declaring war on France and the United Kingdom.
Soon after that, France was divided into occupation zones. One was directly controlled by
Germany and Italy, and the other was unoccupied Vichy France.
By June 1940, the Soviet Union moved its soldiers into the Baltic States and took over them,
followed by some parts of Romania. Although there had been some collaboration between the
Soviet Union and Germany earlier, this event made it serious.
Later, when the two could not agree to work more closely together, relationships between them
became worse to the point of war.
Then Germany began an air battle over Britain to prepare for a landing on the island, but the
plan was finally canceled in September.
The German Navy succeeded in destroying the British ships transporting goods in the Atlantic.
Italy, by this time, had begun its operation in the Mediterranean. The United States, which had
not joined the war on either side, started to help the Allies.
By helping to protect British ships in the Atlantic, the United States found itself fighting German
ships by October 1941, although this was not a formal war.
In September 1940, Italy began to invade British-held Egypt. In October, Italy invaded Greece,
but it only resulted in an Italian retreat to Albania.
Again, in early 1941, an Italian army was pushed from Egypt to Libya in Africa. Germany soon
helped Italy. Under Rommel's command, by the end of April 1941, the Commonwealth army was
pushed back to Egypt again.
Other than North Africa, Germany also successfully invaded Greece, Yugoslavia and Crete by
May. Despite these victories, Hitler decided to cancel the bombing of Britain after May 11.
At the same time, Japan's progress in China was still not much, although the nationalist and
communist Chinese began fighting each other again.
Japan was planning to take over European colonies in Asia while they were weak, and the Soviet
Union could feel a danger from Germany, so a non-aggression pact between the two was signed
in April 1941.
However, Germany kept preparing an attack on the Soviet Union, moving its soldiers close to
the Soviet border.

The War Becomes Global

On June 22, 1941, the European Axis countries and Finland invaded the Soviet Union. Its main targets
were to destroy the Soviet military power and included some Nazi ideological goals, as well as to make
use of Russia's rich deposits of natural resources, helpful, to continue fighting the war against the Allies.
During the summer, the Axis quickly captured Ukraine and the Baltic regions, causing a huge damage to
the Soviets. Britain and the Soviet Union formed a military alliance between them in July. Although there
was great progress in the last two months, when winter arrived, the tired German army was forced to
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delay its attack, just outside Moscow. It showed that the Axis had failed its main targets, while the
Soviet army was still not weakened. This marked the end of the blitzkrieg stage of the war.
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By December, the Red Army facing the Axis army had received more soldiers from the East. It began a
counter-attack that pushed the German army to the west. The Axis lost a lot of soldiers but it still saved
most of the land it received before.
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By November 1941, the Commonwealth counter-attacked the Axis in North Africa and got all the land it
lost before. However, the Axis pushed the Allies back again until stopped at El Alamein.
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USS Arizona burning after the Attack on Pearl Harbor
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In Asia, German successes encouraged Japan to call for oil supplies from the Dutch East Indies. Many
Western countries reacted to the occupation of French Indochina by banning oil trading with Japan.
Japan planned to take over European colonies in Asia to create a great defensive area in the Pacific
which would let it free to get resources. But first, before any future invasion, it had to destroy the
American Pacific Fleet in the Pacific Ocean. On December 7, 1941, it attacked Pearl Harbor as well as
many harbors in several South East Asian countries. This event led the United States, United Kingdom,
Australia, Western Allies and China to declare war on Japan, while the Soviet Union remained neutral.
Most of the Axis nations reacted by declaring war on the United States.
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By April 1942, many South East Asian countries: Burma, Malaya, the Dutch East Indies and Singapore,
had almost fallen to the Japanese. In May 1942, the Philippines fell. The Japanese navy had many quick
victories. But in June 1942, Japan was defeated at Midway. Japan could not take more land after this
because a large part of its navy was destroyed during the battle.

Allies are advancing

Japan then began its plan to take over Papua New Guinea again, while the United States planned to
attack the Solomon Islands. The fight on Guadalcanal began in September 1942 and involved a lot of
troops and ships from both sides. It ended with the Japanese defeat in early 1943.

Soviet soldiers in Stalingrad

On the Eastern Front, the Axis defeated Soviet attacks during summer and began its own main offensive
to southern Russia along Don and Volga Rivers in June 1942, trying to take over oil fields in Caucasus and
a great steppe. Stalingrad was in the path of the Axis army, and the Soviets decided to defend the city.
By November the Germans had nearly taken Stalingrad, however the Soviets were able to surround the
Germans during winter and forced the heavily lost German army in the city to surrender in February
1943. Even though the front was pushed back more than its position before the summer attacks, the
German army still becomes dangerous to an area around Kursk.
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In August 1942, because of the Allied defense at El Alamein, the Axis army failed to take the town. The
Allies continued by starting its own offensive, which drove the Axis west across Libya in a few months
later, just after the Anglo-American invasion of the French North Africa, forcing it to join the Allies. The
Axis army faced Allied armies from the east and west and had to defend Tunisia. It was completely lost
in May 1943.
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In the Soviet Union, July 4, 1943, Germany started an attack around Kursk. But within a week, a lot of
German soldiers were lost because of the Soviet well-created defenses. Hitler canceled the attack
before any clear outcome. The Soviets then started their own counter-attack, which was one of the
turning point of the war. After this, the Soviets became the attacking force on the Eastern Front, instead
of the Germans.
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On July 9, 1943, affected by the earlier Soviet victories, the Western Allies landed on Sicily. This resulted
in the arrest of Mussolini in the same month. In September 1943, the Allies invaded mainland Italy,
following the Italian armistice with the Allies. Germany then took control of Italy and disarmed its army,
and built up many defensive lines to slow the Allied invasion down. German Special Forces then rescued
Mussolini, who then soon created the German-occupied client state, Italian Social Republic.
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In early 1944, the Soviet army drove off the German army from Leningrad, ending the longest and
deadliest siege in history. After that, the Soviets began a big counter-attack. By May, the Soviets had
retaken Crimea. With the attacks in Italy from September 1943, the Allies succeeded in capturing Rome
on June 4, 1944, and made the German forces fall back.

The End in Europe

Allied forces arriving Normandy, France, on D-Day.
On D-Day, June 6, 1944, the Allies began the invasion of Normandy, France. The code name for the
invasion was Operation Overlord. The landings were successful, and led to the defeat of the German
forces in France. Paris was liberated from the Germans on August 25, and the Allies continued and
pushed the Germans back to the Rhine before the beginning of 1945. The Allied invasion in Italy also
pushed the Germans there to their last defensive line.
On June 22, the great Soviet offensive, codenamed Operation Bagration, almost destroyed the German
Army Group Centre. Soon the Germans were forced to defend Ukraine and Poland. Arriving Soviet
troops caused uprisings against German government in Eastern European countries, but all of those
failed to succeed unless helped by the Soviets. Then another Soviet offensive forced Romania and
Bulgaria to join the Allies. Communist Serbs partisans under Josip Broz Tito retook Belgrade with some
help from Bulgaria and the Soviet Union. By early 1945, the Soviets attacked many German-occupied
countries: Greece, Albania, Yugoslavia and Hungary. Finland also stopped fighting the Soviets and joined
the Allies.
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American and Soviet soldiers met east of Elbe river, April 1945
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On December 16, 1944, the Germans tried for the last time to win on the Western Front by attacking the
Allies in the Ardennes, Belgium, known as the Battle of the Bulge, which was also the last German major
attack in the war, yet it failed every target. But it also made clear, that the war could not be won in a
short period of time, as predicted, because of immense German defense efforts. By March 1945, the
Soviet army moved quickly from Vistula River in Poland to East Prussia and Vienna, while the Western
Allies crossed the Rhine, closing in from Western Germany. By late April, the Allies pushed forward in
Italy, while the Soviets attacked Berlin. The two linked up on Elbe river on April 25.
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Hitler committed suicide in April 30, 1945, two days after Mussolini's death. In his will, he appointed his
navy commander, Grand Admiral Karl Dönitz, to be the President of Germany. Opposing Hitler's will to
have Germany continue fighting, Dönitz wanted to surrender to the Western Allies.
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German forces surrendered in Italy on April 29. Germany surrendered to the Western Allies on May 7,
known as V-E Day, and was forced to surrender to the Soviets on May 8. The final battle in Europe was
ended on May 11.

A nuclear bomb over Nagasaki

In the Pacific, American forces arrived on the Philippines in June 1944. And by April 1945, American and
Philippine forces had cleared much of the Japanese forces, but the fighting continued in some parts of
the Philippines until the end of the war. British and Chinese forces advanced in Northern Burma and
captured Rangoon by May 3. American forces then took Iwo Jima by March and Okinawa by June. Many
Japanese cities were destroyed by Allied bombings, and Japanese imports were cut off by American
submarines.
The Allies wanted Japan to surrender with no terms, but Japan refused. The United States then dropped
two atomic bombs over Hiroshima (August 6) and Nagasaki (August 9). On August 8, the Soviets invaded
Manchuria, quickly defeated primary Imperial Japanese Army there. On August 15, Japan surrendered to
the Allies. The surrender documents were signed formally on board of USS Missouri on September 2,
1945, ending the war.

At the end

The Allies managed to occupy Austria and Germany. Germany was divided into western and eastern
parts, under the Western Allies and the Soviet control, respectively. The Allies began denazification,
removing Nazi ideas from history, and most high-rank Nazis captured were brought to a special court.
Germany lost a quarter of the land it had in 1937, with the land given to Poland and the Soviet Union.
The Soviets also took some parts of Poland and Finland, as well as three Baltic countries.
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The United Nations was formed on October 24, 1945, to keep peace between countries in the world.
However, the relationship between the Western Allies and the Soviet Union had worsened during the
war and, soon after the war, each power quickly built up their power over controlled area. In Western
Europe and West Germany, it was the United States, while in East Germany and Eastern Europe, it was
the Soviet Union, in which many countries were turned into Communist states. The Cold War started
after the formation of the American-led NATO and the Soviet-led Warsaw Pact.
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In Asia, Japan was put under American occupation. Korea was divided into North and South Korea, each
claiming to be legal representative of the Koreans, which led to Korean War in 1948. Civil war in China
continued fighting in 1946, and resulted with the nationalists retreating to Taiwan in 1949. The
communist People's Republic of China was formed on the mainland. In the Middle East, the Arab
disagreement on United Nations plan to create Israel marked the beginning of conflicts between the
Arabs and Israeli.
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Colonies around the world in 1945. However, many countries in Asia and Africa would become free
later.
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After the war, decolonization took place in many European colonies. Bad economies and people wanting
to rule themselves were main reasons for that. In most cases, it happened peacefully, except some
countries, such as Indochina and Algeria. In many region, European withdrawal caused divisions among
the people who had different ethnic group or religion.
Economic recovery was different in many parts of the world. In general, it was quite positive. The United
States became richer than any other country and, by 1950, it took over the world's economy. It also
ordered Marshall Plan (1948-1951) to help European countries. German, Italian, and French economies
recovered. However, the British economy was badly harmed and continued to worsen for more than ten
years. The Soviet economy grew very fast suddenly after the war was over. This also happened with the
Japanese economy, becoming the one of the largest economies in 1980s. China returned to the same
production level as before the war by 1952

WAR AN OVERALL WASTAGE .. !

It was the largest armed conflict in history, spanning the entire world and involving more
countries than any other war, as well as introducing powerful new weapons, culminating in the
first use of nuclear weapons.
The war ravaged civilians more severely than any previous conflict and served as a backdrop for
genocidal killings by Nazi Germany as well as several other mass slaughters of civilians which,
although not technically genocide, were significant.
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In total, World War II produced about 50 million deaths, more than any other war to date.
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These included the massacre of millions of Chinese and Korean nationals by Japan, internal mass
killings in the Soviet Union, and the bombing of civilian targets in German and Japanese cities by
the Allies
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World War II was the most deadly and destructive conflict in human history. Even then it is remembered
as "The Good War" because despite the destruction, death, and devastation, the war helped usher in a
new world order, one in which Hitler's Third Reich in Europe was no more, and some of history's most
heinous crimes had been exposed and resisted. In the United States, wartime mobilization pulled the
American economy out of depression, employing millions. American women and blacks experienced
some freedoms unattainable in pre-war society. And on the world stage, the United States earned a
new, powerful and coveted role.
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World War II also marked the beginning of the end of world imperialism as nationalist movements
began to triumph over weakened colonial empires. One by one, in the decades following the war,
colonized peoples all over the world would gain their independence. In these ways, as historian Jay
Winter has argued, 1945 marked the moment when the world broke from its past and moved toward a
new era.
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The Cold War was a sustained state of political and military tension between powers in the Western
Bloc(the United States with NATO and others) and powers in the Eastern Bloc (the Soviet Union and its
allies inWarsaw Pact). Historians have not fully agreed on the dates, but 1947 1991 is common. It was
"cold" because there was no large-scale fighting directly between the two sides, although there were
major regional wars in Korea and Vietnam. The Cold War split the temporary wartime alliance
against Nazi Germany, leaving the USSR and the US as two superpowers with profound economic and
political differences over capitalism and democracy. A deliberately neutral grouping arose with the NonAligned Movement founded byEgypt, India, and Yugoslavia; this faction rejected association with either
the US-led West or the Soviet-led East.

Why the Cold War began.

The end of the Grand Alliance the breakdown in trust between USSR and USA.
The development of the Cold War- dividing Germany and Europe, 1947-49.
Soviet rule of Hungary, 1949-56.

The End of the grand Alliance - USSR and USA became enemies
During the Second World War, USA (capitalist) and USSR (communist) worked together as
members of the Grand Alliance which was formed in 1941 to defeat the Nazis and fascism.
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When Hitler was defeated (1945) the relationship between the USSR and USA became uneasy.
Between 1943 and 1945 the leaders of the Grand Alliance Roosevelt(USA), Churchill(UK) and
Stalin(USSR) met three times at Tehran, Yalta and Potsdam.
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1. The Tehran Conference (1943)
They aimed to make plans for reconstruction of Europe after the defeat of Germany.
The leaders wanted to sort out a number of political problems which would arise after
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What they agreed:
The USSR should h
Eastern Europe. So she USSR would not be threatened by neighboring countries.
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Western Europe.
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What they did not agree on:
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USSR Germany should be punished for causing the send world war. Germany should be forced
to give up territory and pay reparations. This would stop Germany from causing another war.
USA and UK thought Germany should be rebuilt because they thought the Second World War

2. The Yalta Conference - (1945)
It was the high point of Allied Unity

What they agreed:
USSR to help USA defeat Japan after Hitler was defeated.
USA and UK agreed to allow a communist government in Poland.
They all agreed they would work for democracy in Europe after the war had ended.
Agreed to setting up the United Nations this was to help keep peace in the future.
Eastern Europe.

Western Europe

The signs of tension between the Grand Alliance at Yalta;
They had different ideas about democracy. For Stalin this was communism as this represented
the working people. Roosevelt saw democracy as allowing different political parties and
elections.
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3. The Potsdam Conference(1945) agreed ;
To destroy Germany militarism so that German would never again be able to cause another war.
To destroy Nazism by banning the Nazi party and prosecuting Nazis as war criminals.
To reduce the size of Germany by approximately one quarter
To divide Germany into four zones. USA, UK, France and the USSR would each zone.
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Strained Relationships between the Grand Alliance
Truman and Stalin did not get on together
The USA had the tested the atomic bomb by July 1945.
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Disagreement at Potsdam
USSR wanted Germany to pay big reparations. The USA wanted to rebuild Germany. The
compromised by each taking reparations from the German zone they controlled.
Because USSR controlled the poorest part of Germany the Allies agreed that the USSR could
have a quarter of industrial equipment from the Western zones. The Allies however said this had
to be paid for with eastern German coal.
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Stalin broke his word over the government of Poland it would now be communist.
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Roosevelt had died and Truman did not get on with the Stalin.
Fear of war led to secret reports to find out how each side was thinking;
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The Breakdown of Trust by 1946 between Capitalism and Communism.
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The Long Telegram (1946)
Truman received news from the American ambassador in Moscow that Stalin wanted to destroy
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Novikov, the Soviet ambassador in America told Stalin America wanted to dominate the world;
that the America people were being prepared for war.
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The Truman Doctrine 1947 and Marshall Aid Plan
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Since 1944, there had been a civil war in Greece. Britain helped the Greek government to fight
left wing e.g. the Greek Communist Party. In 1947 Britain said it could no longer afford to help.
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would come under Soviet control.
In fact the Greek Communist did not receive any help from Stalin who was anxious to avoid
further problems with the USA.

The Truman Doctrine:
Truman announced the aid to Greece in and Turkey in March 1947.
It was the first public announcement of the policy of containment (to stop communism
spreading).
This marked the unofficial end to co-operation between the grand alliance members. America
had previously stayed out of international affairs. It divided the world into capitalism and
communism
Why a policy of containment?
Truman believed that when people are faced with poverty and hardship, they tend would turn to
Communism as the solution to their problems. After the Second World War, {1939-1945} Europe was in
ruin, e.g. shortages of food, coal and other essential goods. This was made worse by the fact that at this
time European countries owed the USA $11.5 billion.
The Marshall Plan (Marshall Aid)

given to Western European countries.
This was to prevent European countries adopting Communism as a solution to the economic and
social problems caused by the Second World War.
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It was also opening up new markets for American goods. This would prevent the reoccurrence of
the 1930s depression and stop another worldwide economic slump.
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Reaction from Stalin
Stalin was very suspicious of the Marshall Aid and forbade any of the East European countries
from accepting it.
He believed the USA was trying to dominate all the European countries by making them
financially dependent on the US dollar.
He believed the USA was trying to weaken his control of Eastern Europe. So he extended his
control over Eastern Europe by creating satellite states which accepted as a buffer zone
protecting the USSR from countries in the western part of Europe and through setting up the
comiform and comecon both were reactions to Marshall Aid.
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In 1947, COMINFORM was formed;
It was alliance of the communist countries.
It was set up to strengthen ties between the communist countries.
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with the West.
It rejected the Marshall Plan. Communist parties in Eastern Europe organised strikes against the
plan. It was also used to ensure loyalty to the USSR. It did this to consolidate its power in the
East of Europe. It did this by having any government ministers or workers in these countries

The development of the Cold War- dividing Germany and Europe, 194749
What should happen to Germany? The causes of the Berlin Blockade
The Soviets and Americans could still not agree what should happen with Germany.
The Yalta and Potsdam conferences in 1945- divided Germany and its capital.
Berlin into four zones to be administered by the war time allies, Britain, the USA, the USSR and
France. The western zone run by Britain, France and the USA benefited from the Marshall Aid
programme. The eastern zone, run by the USSR was denied access to the Marshall Aid funds by
Stalin.
In addition, the eastern zone of Germany run by the USSR was plundered for resources, taken
reparation for war damages caused during the Second War. As a result, living conditions in East
Germany was relatively low and slow to recover from the ravages of the 2nd World War.
By 1948, the differences in living standards between West and East Germany had become
embarrassingly obvious. It was in Berlin that this difference was most visible. West Berlin
controlled by Britain, France and the USA had become prosperous [rich] in the midst of
Communist controlled East Germany.
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The Western Allies believed that the Soviet Union was aiming to set up a central German
government which would be communist controlled. The Soviet Union on the other hand,
believed that the Western Allies were planning to set up a separate capitalist state in West
Germany. The Soviet Union also believed that an economically rejuvenated Germany would be a
military threat to its security.
The American government believed that the economic recovery of Germany after the Second
World War was essential to the recovery of the non-Communist countries in Europe. Therefore
in order to achieve the economic rejuvenation of Germany, in December 1946, the British and
American governments agreed to merge their zones and make it a single economic unit {known
as Bizonia}. In 1948, the French agreed to join and Trizonia was created.
Once the Western zones had joined together, The Marshal Aid was used to stimulate the
economic recovery of Western Germany.
Then in June 1948, a plan was put forward by the Americans to make the Germany currency
stronger. The Deutschmark was the new currency adopted to replace the weak and worthless
Reichsmark.
For the Soviet Union this was the last straw, Trizonia was bigger than the Soviet Union and had
more industries in it. Worried that the Western Allies were planning to set up a new separate
West German state.

n Allies dealings

with Germany.

Berlin was in the Soviet zone of Germany.
June 1948, Stalin ordered the blockade of all land, canal and rail links from the Western {USA,
Britain and France} zones into Berlin. This cut off the two million people living in Zones
belonging Britain, France and the USA.
Stalin believed this would force the Allies out of Berlin and enable him to take complete control
of Berlin.

The Western Allies Reaction:
They had three choices: pull out of Berlin, use force to open up the land routes, which might
result in a full scale war, or bring supplies into their zones {West Berlin} by air.
Berlin Airlift.
Truman decided to airlift supplies into the affected areas.
June 1948 and May 1949, Britain and American aircrafts made 195,530 flights to Berlin. They
kept Berlin supplied with up to 12,000 tons of food and fuel per day.
There were enormous shortages and many Berliners decided to leave the city altogether. As a
warning to the Soviet Union, Truman ordered B-29 bombers, capable of carrying atom bombs to
be sent to Britain.
Stalin called off the Blockade. By May 1949 all land routes to Berlin were re-opened.
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What were the effects of the Berlin Blockade?
The Berlin Blockade worsened the relationship between the Soviet Union and the West, that is
the USA, Britain and France.
Germany was divided into two countries. In May 1949, the British, American and French zones
were formally united and named the German Federal Republic {West Germany}. In October
1949, the Soviet zone became the German Democratic Republic {East Germany}
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In 1949, NATO was formed. It was a military alliance of the European powers plus Canada and the USA.
It as a defensive alliance in which the members agreed to help if any of them was attacked.
In 1949, COMECON was formed a rival to the Marshall Plan;
To help the economic development of Eastern Europe
To prevent trade with Western Europe and the USA.
This was reduce the influence of capitalism and to ensure any recovery was kept within the
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In 1955, West Germany was admitted into NATO. This made the Soviet Union very uncomfortable,
therefore in that same year, the Warsaw Pact was set up. It was a military alliance between the
Communist countries in Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union. It members were made up of the Soviet
Union, Albania, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, East Germany, Hungary, Poland and Romania. All the members
of the Warsaw Pact, agreed to help each other if any of them was attacked by the West.
The Arms Race
The arms race that developed was both the result and a cause of tension between the two
superpowers.
By the end of 1955, both the USA and the Soviet Union possessed the Hydrogen bomb. In 1952,
the USA tested its first Hydrogen bomb, the H-Bomb which was capable to destroying Moscow.
.
The following year, 1953 the Soviet Union also tested its own H-Bomb.
In 1957 the Soviet Union tested an Intercontinental Ballistic Missile {ICBM} capable of carrying
an H-Bomb from the Soviet Union to the USA.
In1958, the USA placed Intermediate Range Ballistic Missiles {IRBMS} targeted on the Soviet
Union in NATO countries.
missiles could be fired from nuclear submarines under the sea.
viet
Union to catch up and overtake the USA raised fears in the USA that they would fall behind
unless they continued to increase their arms.

Mutual Assured Destruction, {MAD}
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the Mutual Assured Destruction, {MAD} 1962-67.
The stockpile of nuclear weapons by both superpowers meant they were careful not to have a
direct confrontation with each other.
It prevented a Third World War.
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The Three Cold War Crises: Berlin;Cuba;Czechoslavia 1957-69
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The Berlin Wall was a barrier constructed by the German Democratic Republic starting on 13 August
1961, that completely cut off (by land) West Berlin from surrounding East Germany and from East Berlin.
The barrier included guard towers placed along large concrete walls, which circumscribed a wide area
(later known as the "death strip") that contained anti-vehicle trenches, "fakir beds" and other defenses.
The Eastern Bloc claimed that the wall was erected to protect its population from fascist elements
conspiring to prevent the "will of the people" in building a socialist state in East Germany. In practice,
the Wall served to prevent the massive emigration and defection that marked Germany and the
communist Eastern Bloc during the post-World War II period.
The Berlin Wall was officially referred to as the "Anti-Fascist Protection Rampart" by GDR authorities,
implying that neighboring West Germany had not been fully de-Nazified. The West Berlin city
government sometimes referred to it as the "Wall of Shame" a term coined by mayor Willy Brandt
while condemning the Wall's restriction on freedom of movement. Along with the separate and much
longer Inner German border (IGB), which demarcated the border between East and West Germany, it
came to symbolize the "Iron Curtain" that separated Western Europe and the Eastern Bloc during
the Cold War.
Before the Wall's erection, 3.5 million East Germans circumvented Eastern Bloc emigration
restrictions and defected from the GDR, many by crossing over the border from East Berlin into West
Berlin, from where they could then travel to West Germany and other Western European countries.
Between 1961 and 1989, the wall prevented almost all such emigration. During this period, around
5,000 people attempted to escape over the wall, with an estimated death toll of over 100 in and around
Berlin, although that claim is disputed.
In 1989, a series of radical political changes occurred in the Eastern Bloc, associated with
the liberalization of the Eastern Bloc's authoritarian systems and the erosion of political power in the
pro-Soviet governments in nearby Poland and Hungary. After several weeks of civil unrest, the East
German government announced on 9 November 1989 that all GDR citizens could visit West Germany
and West Berlin. Crowds of East Germans crossed and climbed onto the wall, joined by West Germans
on the other side in a celebratory atmosphere. Over the next few weeks, a euphoric public and souvenir
hunters chipped away parts of the wall; the governments later used industrial equipment to remove
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most of the rest. The physical Wall itself was primarily destroyed in 1990. The fall of the Berlin Wall
paved the way for German reunification, which was formally concluded on 3 October 1990.
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Also known as the October Crisis or The Missile Scare in Cuba and the Caribbean Crisis in the former
USSR
was a 13-day confrontation in October 1962 between the Soviet Union and Cuba on one side
and the United States on the other side. The crisis is generally regarded as the moment in which
the Cold War came closest to turning into a nuclear conflict and is also the first documented instance
of mutual assured destruction (MAD) being discussed as a determining factor in a major international
arms agreement.
After the US had placed nuclear missiles in Turkey and Italy, aimed at Moscow, and the failed
US attempt to overthrow the Cuban regime, in May 1962 Nikita Khrushchev proposed the idea of
placing Soviet nuclear missiles in Cuba to deter any future invasion attempt. During a meeting between
Khrushchev and Fidel Castrothat July, a secret agreement was reached and construction of several
missile sites began in the late summer.
These preparations were noticed by the Defense Intelligence Agency, which on October 14 tasked an Air
Force-operated U-2 aircraft with scanning the suspected areas in Cuba, securing clear photographic
evidence of medium-range and intermediate-range ballistic nuclear missiles (MRBMs and IRBMs) on the
ground. The United States considered attacking Cuba via air and sea, but decided on a military blockade
instead, calling it
and other reasons. The US announced that it would not permit
offensive weapons to be delivered to Cuba, while demanding the dismantlement and return of Soviet
weapons back to the USSR.
The Kennedy administration held only a slim hope that the Kremlin would agree to their demands, and
expected a military confrontation. These fears were underpinned by the October 24, 1962 letter of
Soviet Premier Khrushchev to President John F. Kennedy, in which he stated that the US blockade of
"navigation in international waters and air space" constituted "an act of aggression propelling human
kind into the abyss of a world nuclear-missile war". However, in secret back-channel communications
the President and Premier initiated a proposal to resolve the crisis.
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While the tense negotiations were taking place, several Soviet ships attempted to run the blockade,
increasing tensions to the point that orders were sent out to US Navy ships to fire warning shots and
then open fire. On October 27, a U-2 plane was shot down by a Soviet missile crew, an action that could
have resulted in immediate retaliation from the Kennedy crisis cabinet, according to Secretary of
Defense McNamara's later testimony. Kennedy stayed his hand and the negotiations continued.
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The confrontation ended on October 28, 1962, when Kennedy and United Nations Secretary-General U
Thant reached an agreement with Khrushchev. Publicly, the Soviets would dismantle their offensive
weapons in Cuba and return them to the Soviet Union, subject to United Nations verification, in
exchange for a US public declaration and agreement never to invade Cuba. Secretly, the US also agreed
that it would dismantle all US-built Jupiter IRBMs, armed with nuclear warheads, which were deployed
in Turkey and Italy against the Soviet Union.
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Czechoslovakia invasion
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After the removal of the missiles and Ilyushin Il-28 light bombers from Cuba, the blockade was formally
ended at 6:45 pm EST on November 20, 1962. The tense negotiations between the United States and
the Soviet Union pointed out the necessity of a quick, clear and direct communication between
Washington and Moscow. As a result, the Moscow-Washington hotline was established.
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In 1968, a period of political liberalization in Czechoslovakia called the Prague Spring took place that
included "Action Program" of liberalizations, which described increasing freedom of the press, freedom
of speech and freedom of movement, along with an economic emphasis on consumer goods, the
possibility of a multiparty government, limiting the power of the secret police and potentially
withdrawing from the Warsaw Pact.
In answer to the Prague Spring, the Soviet army, together with most of their Warsaw Pact allies, invaded
Czechoslovakia. The invasion was followed by a wave of emigration, including an estimated 70,000
Czechs and Slovaks initially fleeing, with the total eventually reaching 300,000. The invasion sparked
intense protests from Yugoslavia, Romania and China, and from Western European communist parties.

The End of the Cold War

The Role of Gorbachev
In 1985, Gorbachev became leader of the Soviet Union. He inherited a poor economy. He wanted to
change Soviet foreign policy. His foreign policy aimed at; reducing defense spending, to avoiding the
danger of nuclear war and not interfering in the running of other countries outside the Soviet Union.
Gorbachev knew that the Soviet Union was bankrupt and its survival depended on the West. He realised
that the Soviet Union could not afford an arms race with the USA so he began to do the following:
Withdrew Soviet troops from Afghanistan
Reduced Soviet aid worldwide
Made moves to improve relations with China.
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Sought détente with the USA as a way of reducing spending on defence, and in order to be able
to borrow money from Western banks to pay for food, raw materials and equipments.
Persuaded Western firms to invest in the USSR building their factories there.
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In 1987 Intermediate-Range Nuclear Forces {INF} treaty, which removed all medium range
nuclear weapons within three years from Europe.
Talks were made on the reduction of NATO and WARSAW Pact conventional forces.
Talks on long range missile {formerly SALT} were renamed Strategic Arms Reduction Talks
{START}.
This led to the 1991 START treaty which agreed significant reduction in weapons.
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The end of Communism, 1989-1991
By 1980 the East European countries under Soviet control were discontented. They wanted elections;
freedom of speech; the end of the secret police and improved living standards.
Within the Soviet Union, the economy was in ruins for the following reasons:
The Soviet Union had supported Communist countries around the word, through COMECON.
Military spending prevented increased spending on consumer goods, such as shoes, clothes, etc.
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Within the Soviet Union, the industries were not managed efficiently and that meant the
government had to rely on foreign imports of food and technology from the West.
Soviet workers were not motivated to raise their standard of work because housing, public
services and consumer goods were of poor quality.

October 1985, Gorbachev launched two new programmes of reform: Perestroika {economic
restructuring} and Glasnost {openness and free speech}.
Perestroika: He believed that the way the Soviet Union could solve its economic problems was
by rebuilding the economy from scratch. Gorbachev argued that it was necessary for the
government to be more flexible and allow some private ownership of property and business.
Glasnost: Gorbachev also wanted more openness by the government to halt the constant
falsification of government figures. In addition, the powers of the KGB {Soviet secret police}
were limited and criticism of the government was permitted. As a result of Glasnost,
newspapers and television programmes changed, they began to openly criticise the
government.
As relations between the USA and the USSR entered a new phase of détente.
Soviet control in Eastern Europe also declined.
In 1989, Gorbachev refused to support hard line unpopular Communist leaders in Eastern
Europe as they faced mounting opposition to their rule.
In East Germany, protesters began taking down the Berlin Wall that divided the city one by one.
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Communist governments throughout Eastern Europe fell from power and the Warsaw Pact
collapsed
In 1991 the Soviet Union dissolved and was replaced by a
States {CIS} with the Russian Republic as the dominant member.
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This is a list of political ideologies. Many political parties base their political action and election program
on an ideology. In social studies, a political ideology is a certain ethical set of ideals, principles, doctrines,
myths or symbols of a social movement, institution, class, and or large group that explains how society
should work, and offers some political and cultural blueprint for a certain social order. A political
ideology largely concerns itself with how to allocate power and to what ends it should be used. Some
parties follow a certain ideology very closely, while others may take broad inspiration from a group of
related ideologies without specifically embracing any one of them.
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The Political Ideologies here has been divided into mainly two types:
Collectivism
Individualist
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THE SOCIAL ENGINEERS - COLLECTIVISM
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This group considers mankind the raw material from which to construct a society. The forms of society
differ, the means by which its design is arrived at differs, but what they all have in common is the notion
that one/some/many men should rule the others - whether it be king, dictator or majority.

AUTOCRACY / DICTATORSHIP / DESPOTISM
An autocracy is characterised by a supreme, uncontrolled, unlimited authority, or right of governing in a
single person, as of an autocrat. It is very similar to a dictatorship. The key here is that the autocrat has
absolute power. An autocrat requires a massive amount of force (in an army for instance) to exert
control over an unwilling people. A benevolent autocrat is a contradiction in terms. A (rational)
benevolent person recognises that benevolence is not something which can, by its nature, be forcibly
created. A benevolent leader would seek to undo the social engineering and return the society toward
the sovereignty of the individual. Iraq under Hussein is a good example of dictatorship, as was Russia
under Stalin.

COMMUNISM

Strictly speaking, communism means a scheme of equalising the social conditions of life; specifically, a
scheme which contemplates the abolition of inequalities in the possession of property, as by distributing
all wealth equally to all, or by holding all wealth in common for the equal use and advantage of all. The
means to achieve this is by collectivisation of all private property. Although meant to indicate the means
of production, to be consistent communism requires that no individual may own anything exclusively,
privately. Not the product of his work (thus his mind), nor any personal material benefit he may achieve
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as a result of it. All material is centralised and distributed by legislators, the intention being to achieve
equal utility (of material) by all. Freedom of expression tends also to be mediated by the state for the
same reasons and to maintain the 'integrity' of the collective. You can find a Marxist book in a US
find Ludwig von Mises in a Cuban library.
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In practice communism fails dismally. The only way it can be achieved is if every single member of a
communist society is in absolute agreement with the above arrangement - and that the legislators are
not open to corruption in the form of personal acquisition or favour. We have seen in section one that is
it proper for man to own the product of his mind, or that acquired by accident of birth. If such is taken in
any way other than voluntarily it is robbery.
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For a fuller explanation of communism please refer to the communist manifesto and observe the
manner in which human beings are to be moulded and shaped according to Marx and Engels' beliefs.
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CONSERVATISM
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A political philosophy that tends to support the status quo and advocates change only in moderation.
Conservatism upholds the value of tradition, and seeks to preserve all that is good about the past.
Irishman Edmund Burke, in his Reflections on the Revolution in France (1790), compared society to a
living organism that has taken time to grow and mature, so it should not be suddenly uprooted.
Innovation, when necessary (in the states' judgment), should be grafted onto the strong stem of
traditional institutions and ways of doing things: "it is with infinite caution that any man ought to
venture upon pulling down an edifice which has answered in any tolerable degree for ages the common
purposes of society.". Conservatives are usually social engineers by default (status quo).
In many ways this is reflected in the British Conservative Party, which broadly supports the industrial
Britain's' free market enterprise and a degree of individual autonomy, but also the expropriation of
property to feed both an aristocratic and a welfare status quo. It is a philosophy against radicalism of
any sort, regardless of merit. A 'pleasant' system in an already free country, it could be a dangerously
rigid one in less free country. Current Conservative party leader William Hague appears to have some
classical liberal beliefs which may rejuvenate the party, although not much as happened as yet!

DEMOCRACY

There are two major modes of democracy. 1. Government by the people; a form of government in which
the supreme power is retained and directly exercised by the people. 2. Government by popular
representation; a form of government in which the supreme power is retained by the people, but is
indirectly exercised through a system of representation and delegated authority periodically renewed; a
constitutional representative government.
The latter form is that which exists in the UK. The reason I have included democracy as a form of social
engineering is because democracy does not limit its power. It is possible (though unlikely) to achieve the
same results as a vicious nazi state through democracy. The problems with democracy deserve separate
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discussion here are that a majority can 'vote away' the freedom of a minority. To use an extreme
example imagine that you live in a village of 100 people and 99 of them vote to take your house. Despite
the 'landslide' democratic victory there is no change in the morality of the theft they vote for. To a lesser
extent this is what happens when one person votes for tax raises. The whim of a majority is no more
moral than the whim of a dictator, just less likely to result in an extreme atrocity. The other problem is
that it pits one interest group against another. Where the government decides to use one persons'
private property to pursue a goal with which he/she does not agree, the two parties oppose. Democracy
can rapidly decline to a series of adversarial groups seeking to have the government favour them, at the
necessary expense of another. Thus we have young v old, healthy v ill, employed v unemployed, road
user v non-road user, county v county, race v race and so forth. where the government serves only as a
policeman there can be no such adversariality.

FASCISM
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A relative newcomer (1919 - Mussolini) fascism is characterised by elements of pride in the nation, antiMarxism, the complete rejection of parliamentary democracy, the cultivation of military virtues, strong
government, and loyalty to a strong leader. Whereas in communism the individual is second to the
society, in fascism the individual is second to the state or race. It is not 'right wing' per-se, but is virtually
the same as national socialism (Nazism), it therefore shares much with Marxism in its view of mankind
as a collective. We all know what can happen when sufficient people in a state are in eager support of
national socialism, hence its widespread repulsion.

IMPERIALISM

The policy that aims at building and maintaining an empire, in which many states and peoples, spread
over a wide geographical area, are controlled by one dominant state. Much of the twentieth century
history of the Third World, for example, is of the dismantling of the legacy of nineteenth century
European imperialism. An imperialist state can also be any other type of collectivist, but not a type of
individualist, nation. In Britain the growth of classical liberalism can be said to have contributed to the
negation of the belief in imperialism as being 'good'.

MONARCHY

Form of rulership whereby a queen or king, empress or emperor holds absolute or limited power,
usually inherited. In this century most European monarchies have become constitutional or limited, such
as with the British Monarchy. Such monarchies often represent a strong symbol of national identity in
(some of) the people's minds (but exist at the expense of all). In some countries in Africa, the Middle
East, and Asia monarchs still continue to hold absolute power. Under these conditions the state is
similar to autocracy.

PLURALISM

Government carried out by a process of bargaining and compromise between a variety of competing
leadership groups (business, labour, government, etc.). Advocates of pluralism claim that it best serves
the democratic ideal in a complex modern society, in which individual participation in every act of
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decision-making is impractical. According to pluralism, individual rights and interests are protected by a
sort of extra-constitutional checks and balances: No single group holds the dominant power position,
power is always shifting, and individuals can have influence on policy-making through being active in
one of these power groups. Some claim that America is such a pluralistic society; other theories say that
pluralism is in fact a myth and American society is elitist. Despite this pluralism is not limited, other than
by the common sense of its participants. Therefore it is still, in essence, collectivist and adversarial. See
Democracy.

PLUTOCRACY
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Government by the wealthy, or by a government primarily influenced by the wealthy. This system is as
open to the social engineers as any other, and is against any principle of individual liberty. One of the
criticisms of the US political system is that some wealthy people and organisations exert enormous
influence over political power. This is not to be mistaken for a criticism of the free market or of wealth
but as a criticism of unlimited political power.

SOCIALISM
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Sharing the same collective view of mankind as communism socialism is a political system in which the
means of production, distribution and exchange are mostly owned by the state, and used, at least in
theory, on behalf of the people (whose 'good' is decided by the legislator). The idea behind socialism is
that the capitalist system is intrinsically unfair, because it concentrates wealth in a few hands and does
nothing to safeguard the overall welfare of the majority, we will see later that this is fallacious. Under
socialism, the state redistributes the wealth of society in a more equitable way, according to the
judgement of the legislator. Socialism as a system is anathema to most Americans, but broadly accepted
in Europe - albeit in a much diluted fashion. Socialism is a system of expropriation of private property
(regardless of how this was earned) in order to distribute it to various groups considered (by the
legislator) to warrant it, usually the unemployed, ill, young and old and significantly, those with political
pull. Since all property must be created before being distributed modern socialists allow some free
market enterprise to exist in order to 'feed' from its production. This seems to admit that the free
market is the best way to produce wealth. The current British government (Labour) purports to be
quasi-socialist but is in practice conservative (non-radical) with additional taxation and state
intervention. It is belived that genuine socialism has not fared that well in Britain due to a sense of
individual sovereignty shared by many Britons, expressed in such sayings as "an Englishman's' home is
his castle".

THEOCRACY

A state or government which is run by priests or clergy. A recent example of a theocracy is Iran
immediately after the overthrow of the Shah in 1979, when the Ayotollah Khomeini gained power.
Theocracies are becoming more common as Islamic fundamentalism grows in strength, but its influence
is almost non existent in the West, with the exception of the USA where the 'religious right' have some
influence. The social engineering is derived from the mythical content of the state religion and could
include any number of atrocities against the individual.
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THE INDIVIDUALISTS
ANARCHISM / NIHILISM
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A doctrine that advocates the abolition of organised authority. Anarchists believe that all government is
corrupt and evil. Anarchism was a force in nineteenth century Russia, associated with Prince Peter
Kropotkin (1842-1921) and Mikhail Bakunin (1814-76). Types of anarchism range from pacifism to
violent revolution. While most often anti-capitalist (and tending to more collectivist philosophies), there
are pro-capitalist strains, depending on the view of private property. The major problem with anarchism
is in maintaining the freedom of the individual. Without an organised objective system of law an
anarchic society might be at the mercy of the criminal and the powerful, with only personal and
communal self defence to rely on.

LIBERALISM (CLASSICAL)
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A term which has changed its meaning, in the nineteenth century in Europe, the great age of liberalism,
the term stood for freedom from church and state authority and the reduction of the power of royalty
and aristocracy, free enterprise economics, and the free development of the individual. Liberalism
advocated freedom of the press, religious toleration, self-determination for nations. It was liberalism
that established parliamentary democracy. The Founding Fathers of the USA might be termed liberals.
Liberal 19th century Britain became an industrial power, and a source for much of the worlds'
technological innovation, despite the prevalent class structure, due to the freedom and property rights
enjoyed by the people. The current Conservative party (in its current leader) retains some classical
Liberal ideology, albeit without the apparent philosophical courage to challenge opposing doctrines.
In the twentieth century, liberal parties were caught in between conservatives and socialists, despite
being fundamentally different, and their influence declined. Today, liberalism stands for something
rather different than it did in the nineteenth century. Now it tends to mean more government rather
than less and is characterised by a diluted socialism and/or populism.

LIBERTARIANISM

A philosophy of freedom, particularly from any unnecessary restraints imposed (or indeed any
restraints) by governmental authority. It is central to America: liberty is one of the inalienable rights
described in the constitution ("life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness"), and it has always been what
America sees itself as standing for, although it can be argued that America has become more of a typical
European nation (economically and politically) and has greater freedom simply because it has yet to
decline to European standards.

OBJECTIVISM
Similar in 'appearance' to libertarianism, objectivism is different because it is based upon a specific
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philosophy of reality as first detailed by Aristotle and further extrapolated in the mid to later part of the
20th century by philosopher Ayn Rand, well known for her best selling fiction novels which encompass
her philosophy in dramatic form. Objectivism supports individualism with reference to the nature of
reality and this differentiates it from being just another political opinion. It is not an easy philosophy to
understand, or for many, to accept.
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CAPITALISM
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Contrary to popular belief capitalism is not a 'system' as such. It is the consequence of individual liberty
and corresponding property rights (the right to own that which you create, or are born owning).
Capitalism is readily blamed for various inequalities despite having never been practised in fact, with the
closest examples being 19th century USA and to a lesser extent 19th century Britain.
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Many people appear to have a very different idea about what is meant by capitalism. It is not a system
of force imposed by people. It is a lack of such a system. It is what happens when people are free from
the force of other people. In order to have people 'free' of the force of natural conditions something
must be done to make those conditions better for mankind. That is exactly what people have been doing
with the invention of the wheel, of machines, the production of energy and everything that followed. All
of this is the product of mans mind, without it mankind is returned unprotected to nature. Capitalism
itself forces nothing.
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Capitalism doesn't aim at equal ends because they do not occur where people are free to choose their
own paths. Those better off do have more opportunities (not more freedom), but that in no way gives
one person (or group) the right to rob them of these opportunities and give them to another. Life can be
very hard for an impoverished man in a desert compared to a rich man in a European landowners family.
That does not give anyone the right to rob the European and give to desert dweller.

THE REPUBLIC

A republic is a political system whereby poltical power is explicitly is granted with consent of the people
and ruled according to law. The purpose of the government is to protect the rights of the people and in
discharging that purpose it derives its just power from the consent of the people. Hence the words "we
the people". It is not a democracy, nor is it populism or pluralism. Infact it is quite a strictly limited
system where the people essentially delegate (note - delegate, not forfeit) the protection of their
individual rights to a government of their choosing. The limitations would be made explicit in a
constitution and an excellent example is the US constitution, which sadly is largely unknown by the
American people and constantly undermined by their governments.
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The modern world has been shaped by thousands of years of colonisation. From ancient times, through
the middle ages and to the modern era, people have travelled to and settled in new areas and countries.
As people moved, they came into contact with other people and cultures. Sometimes there was conflict
leading to the destruction of the indigenous people and their culture. Other times there was exchange
of knowledge, goods and traditions. This unit will first explain colonisation and then it will explore the
nature of colonisation and its impact on indigenous cultures, particularly the Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander peoples of Australia.
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Definitions of colonisation
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Colonisation is the forming of a settlement or colony by a group of people who seek to take control of
territories or countries. It usually involves large-scale immigration of people to a 'new' location and the
expansion of their civilisation and culture into this area. Colonisation may involve dominating the
original inhabitants of the area, known as the indigenous population.
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A colony is a settlement that has been established by people from a different place. The colony is under
the immediate political control of the country where the colonisers came from. This country in control is
usually geographically-distant, and is sometimes called the parent country or the mother country.
People who migrated to settle permanently in colonies controlled by the mother country were called
colonists or settlers.
When people colonise a place it means that they settle and establish a colony on that territory.
Nowadays, because there is no new land left to be discovered, modern immigration may be referred to
as a new type of colonisation. This depends on the extent to which immigrants keep the habits of the
civilisation they left, or adopt those of the civilisation that they now inhabit.

History of colonisation

Colonisation has been happening for thousands of years. In ancient times, the Greeks and Romans often
established colonies in other territories. Sometimes the land appeared uninhabited as there were no
cities; but often there were rural tribes living on the land. The Romans, however, often conquered
civilised peoples in north Africa and west Asia and then colonised the area.
Middle ages

In the middle ages there was a large scale movement of people establishing new colonies all over
western Europe. Some modern day nations of Europe were established at this time including Hungary,
colonised by the Huns; France, colonised by the Franks; and England, colonised by the Anglo-Saxons.
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The Vikings of Scandinavia also colonised many new territories including Iceland and Greenland. As time
went on, their processes changed and they began to trade more with other cultures rather than
establishing colonies.
Modern era
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By about 1500, Europeans knew that the world was round rather than flat. Between 1500 and 1800,
many voyages were undertaken to explore this round world. One explorer was Christopher Columbus
who arrived in America in 1492. Europeans then started exploring and trading with the indigenous
people in this new land. It was not until 1607, however, that the British set up a colony at Jamestown in
Virginia, North America.
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Ways to colonise
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Other European nations began to realise the benefits of discovering new lands and set out to claim new
territories. The Dutch took control of Indonesia in 1619 and called it the Dutch East Indies. The French
and English set up colonies in India and North America; and Captain James Cook mapped New Zealand,
the east coast of Australia and many Pacific Islands between 1768 and 1779.
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It is easy to think that the only way to colonise is by force. This is when one country invades a territory
and then settles this territory as their colony. Colonies, however, have not always been created by force.
Sometimes nations take over a region peacefully and gradually by offering assistance and promising to
look after the native state. Gradually, the parent country takes over control of the native state. Often
the stronger country exploits the weaker country by using the weaker country's resources to become
stronger and richer.

Types of colonies

There are different forms of colonisation. There are settler colonies, dependency colonies (colonies that
do not have full independence), plantations colonies and trading posts. Settler colonies, such as
Australia, were settled by people from another country and displaced the Indigenous people. A
dependency colony was created when the colonisers took control of the government and administration
of a territory and exercised control by threat of force, for example the British in India. A plantation
colony was where African slaves were imported by the white colonisers to do the work on the banana,
sugar cane, coffee or pineapple plantations. An example is the British colonising Jamaica. The last type
of colony was the trading posts, such as Singapore. The primary purpose of these colonies was to engage
in trade rather than colonising further parts of the territory.

Why Colonise ?

There were many reasons that a country would want to colonise another country or territory. Mostly, it
was to exploit the new land and its resources and to gain more power and prestige over other countries.
Sometimes, however, it was to change or 'civilise' the indigenous people. From the 15th to the 17th
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centuries, the Portuguese and the Dutch built 'trading empires' in Africa and Asia for the exploitation of
resources. The Spanish and Portuguese also established important colonies in the Americas in the 16th
and 17th centuries, for the purpose of exploiting the mineral wealth of the lands they conquered. In all
circumstances, the European settlers assumed that they were superior to the indigenous population and
were intent on leading them to what they believed to be a 'higher level' of civilisation and culture.
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New land and territory
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The Age of Exploration was a period in history that began in the early 15th century and continued into
the early 19th century. This period was made possible by improvements in map making, navigation and
ship building. Many European explorers sailed around the world and found land, and, in doing so,
encountered people and cultures that had not been seen before. The first discoveries caused great
excitement and encouraged further exploration. Refer Image 1

Land and resources
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There was great competition between countries to find and settle these new lands and territories. The
first European explorers were the Spanish and Portuguese, later followed the Dutch, the French and the
English. Each country was determined to find and colonise more land than the other countries and thus
have a larger territory and become more powerful. More land would mean more military glory and
diplomatic advantage over other countries.
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An important reason to colonise a country was to take control of its land and resources. Many of the
new lands had resources that could either be used to make the colonising country more rich and
powerful, or could be traded with another country. Gold and silver were particularly important
resources that were much sought after. The Spanish, in particular, found great quantities of gold in
Central and South America and used the indigenous population or slaves to mine it.
Exotic food and spices were also in great demand. Many of the new countries and islands that were
being discovered had new foods and spices that could be traded or used by people back in Europe. If the
country was colonised, it would mean that the colonising country would have control over these
resources. Even today, the resources that a country has may determine how wealthy or powerful it is.
Trade

One of the main historical reasons why one country colonised another was to set up a trading route or
trading partner. As the world's population grew, there was more demand for food and other goods. A
lot of these goods, such as silk and spices, came from India and China,. European traders soon realised
that if they obtained the goods directly from the source rather than through other traders, they would
be significantly cheaper and more profit could be made.
The Spice Islands, or Maluku, are a group of islands in eastern Indonesia that were discovered and
colonised by the Portuguese in the early 16th century. Many sought-after spices such as cloves and
nutmeg grew on these islands, so the Portuguese established a trading centre. In the 17th century the
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Dutch took control of these islands and secured the monopoly on the trade of cloves. This reduced
competition and made the venture more successful.
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Plantation colonies were also established to control the trade of certain goods and food. These colonies
used black slaves to grow crops such as tobacco, bananas and pineapples. By establishing a colony, it
meant the food resource could be controlled.
Trade routes
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Another reason to colonise other countries was that trade routes could be better controlled. A trade
route, such as the Silk Road, is the route taken over land or sea for the transport of goods. The problem
with trade routes is that they can cross many different countries and territories, which increases the
potential for conflict on the journey. If, however, various countries along the trade route were
colonised, the journey could be made safer, faster and easier.
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Religion and other ideas were also important factors for countries choosing to colonise. There was a
great rivalry between the Catholic Church and the Protestants. Each church wanted to bring more and
more people into their own churches and they set out to do this by converting other cultures to
Christianity - in some cases by force. They also wanted to stop the spread of other religions, such as
Islam, around the world.
Colonisation can bring new standards of government, administration and health services to a country;
but it can also mean exploitation, the breakdown of traditional lifestyles and the disruption of the
indigenous civilisation and culture.
Europeans also had little respect for, or understanding of, indigenous cultures. These indigenous
cultures had been developing in their own ways for thousands of years and each culture had their own
unique relationship with the land. Europeans saw their own culture as superior. They felt it was their
duty to colonise and rule these indigenous populations in order to establish what they believed to be a
higher level of civilisation and culture.

Four Major Colonisers

In the modern era, there were several European countries that were very successful at colonising other
countries around the world. In fact, it became a race to see who could colonise the greatest amount of
new land - Spain, Portugal, France, the Netherlands or England. It was known as the Age of Exploration
and started with the 'discovery' of the Americas in 1492 by Christopher Columbus. It continued to the
19th century when European countries started to colonise countries just for the purpose of growing
their empires. This chapter will briefly look at the great modern colonising powers of Portugal, Spain,
France and Britain.
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First European colonisers
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The first European explorers were the Spanish and Portuguese. They were accustomed to sailing in the
rough waters of the Atlantic and had developed a ship, called a caravel, which made ocean travel easier
and safer. Initially, the Spanish and Portuguese were trying to find a sea route to India so that it would
be easier to trade goods. As new lands were discovered, however, they realised that they could exploit
the lands and people for precious resources.
Portuguese empire

The Portuguese Empire was the earliest and longest lived of the colonial western European global
empires. The Portuguese Empire was guaranteed by the Treaty of Tordesillas on 6 June 1494 with Spain.
This treaty between Spain and Portugal was used to divide the world between themselves. They drew a
line down the earth and all land to the east of the line belonged to Portugal and all land to the west
belonged to Spain. The treaty very quickly became meaningless. Refer Image 1
Brazil became the main colony of Portugal. From Brazil, Portugal gathered resources such as gold,
precious stones, sugar cane and coffee. The population in Brazil grew quickly as settlers moved from
Europe to Brazil and slaves were imported from Africa. Today Brazil is the largest Portuguese-speaking
country in the world.
Portugal also established trading ports at locations such as Goa, Malacca, the Maluku Islands, Macau,
and Nagasaki; and colonised parts of Africa. After World War II, Portugal began abandoning its colonies,
and its overseas empire ended in 1999, when it handed Macau over to China.
Spanish Empire
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The Spanish Empire was one of the first truly global empires. It was also the fourth largest empire in
world history between 1740-1790 when it controlled about half of South America, a third of North
America and countries in the Pacific. Trading routes were opened across the Atlantic Ocean between
Spain and the Americas, and across the Pacific between East Asia and Mexico via the Philippines.
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By colonising new lands, Spain had access to gold, silver, sugar, porcelain, spices and silk from South
America and Asia. It also undermined the power of France and created new Catholic countries as well as
defending Europe against Islam, mainly from the Ottoman Empire.
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Spain remained a vast empire until the 19th century when wars, rival powers and other factors
contributed to its decline. Other European powers, such as the Portuguese initially, and then the French,
the English, and Dutch became stronger and began to compete with Spain for territories and resources.
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French Empire
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France has had colonies around the world since the beginning of the 17th century. In the 19th and 20th
centuries, France's global colonial empire was the second largest in the world behind the British Empire.
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France's colonial empire really began in 1605 when a colony was established in North America, in what
is now Nova Scotia, Canada. In 1608, Quebec was founded and became an important fur-trading colony
of New France (also called Canada). France also had colonies around the world in Africa, the Caribbean,
Asia and the Pacific.
There were more countries or territories where France had major economic and political interests; but
due to British opposition, it was prevented from colonising them. The French colonial empire gradually
declined during World War II.
British Empire

The British Empire was the most extensive empire in world history and for a time it was the strongest
power in the world. By 1921, the British Empire consisted of a population of between 470 and 570
million people (approximately one-quarter of the world's population) and it was about one quarter of
Earth's total land area.
Britain wanted colonies so that it could grow in wealth and power. The British colonies in India, Africa,
the Pacific, America, Asia and so on were used to provide land and resources and to set up trading
routes and partners. Some colonies, such as Australia, were established as a penal colony so that Britain
could send its prisoners from its crowded jail cells. By establishing these colonies, the British were able
to stop rival countries, such as France, from seizing control.
Very few countries that were colonised by these modern powers were unpopulated. Colonisation
greatly affected the indigenous populations, sometimes with disastrous consequences. The next topics
will look at the indigenous population of Australia, the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Peoples, and
the effect that the British colonisation of Australia had on them.
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At the beginning of the twentieth century, a large portion of the world, especially in the Caribbean,
Africa, Asia and the islands of the Pacific, was ruled by a few major European powers. By the end of the
century, most of the former European colonies around the world had won their independence.
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Most of the process of decolonization took place in the three decades immediately after the end of the
Second World War. During the 1950s and 1960s, most former colonies gained their independence. By
the 1980s only a few overseas territories remained under the control the former European colonial
powers.
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European colonial empires, as they existed in the early 20th century, were mostly the product of
colonial expansion in the late 19th century. In the last decades of the 19th century, continuing into 20th
century, European powers moved to claim new territories in Africa, Asia and Oceania. Almost all of the
African continent (with the exception of Liberia and Ethiopia) had been divided up among European
powers by the first decade of the 20th century. Britain and France controlled the largest portion of the
continent. Belgium controlled the large colony of Congo.
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In Asia Britain controlled the Indian Subcontinent, including what are now Pakistan, India, Sri Lanka,
Bangladesh and Myanmar (Burma). Malaysia and Singapore were also under British control. France
ruled most of the rest of Southeast Asia, with the exception of Thailand.

In addition to outright colonies, there were four dominion nations within the British commonwealth:
Canada, South Africa, Australia and New Zealand. These nations, which had large populations of British
descent, enjoyed self-governing status but still maintained close ties to the motherland. While the
ponsible for their
defense and foreign affairs. When World War I broke out in 1914, for example, Britain declared war on
Germany on behalf of its dominions.

Over the course of the 20th century, agitation for independence grew in some European colonies. In
India, an independence movement became increasingly vocal and popular. A lawyer, who became
known as Mahatma Gandhi, emerged as one of the best known leaders of this movement. Other
colonies also experienced the growth of local independence movements. A Vietnamese laborer, who
independence from France to the peace conference at Versailles. The delegates refused to accept Ho
s associates continued to work for Vietnamese independence.

In the British dominions, governments became to demand more autonomy from Britain and more
control over their own affairs in the years between the First and Second World Wars. Dominions like
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Canada, South Africa and Australia began to take responsibility for their own foreign policy and military
defense.
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The major catalyst for decolonization was the Second World War. After the end of the war many former
colonial powers were economically and physically shattered. In general, there was little desire to try to
hold on to colonial empires. Another factor was the rise of communist power after the end of the
war.
Pro-Soviet communist
regimes were established in the regions occupied by the Soviets during the war. In mainland China,
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The Cold War rivalry between the West and the Communist world meant that pro-independence
movements in Western colonies now had the prospect of receiving diplomatic support or military aid for
the Soviet Union its allies. This combination of factors- war weary former colonial powers and Cold War
politics- probably helped to convince former colonial powers to relinquish their colonies
peacefully. India was one of the first former British colonies to gain its independence in 1947. The
former colony was partitioned at independence, between mostly Muslim Pakistan and mostly Hindu
India.
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Other British colonies followed in subsequent years. Ceylon (now Sri Lanka) gained its independence in
1948. The Gold Coast won its independence as Ghana in 1957. In the early 1960s a federation of islands
in the British West Indies collapsed, and Jamaica declared its independence separately in 1962. Other
former members of the West Indies Federation, Trinidad and Barbados, followed suit in the 1960s.
The Belgians abruptly granted independence to the resource-rich Congo in 1960, despite the fact that
the country was completely unprepared for it. Chaos ensued and foreign troops intervened in the
country. The French allowed most of their former colonial powers to gain their independence
peacefully in the 1960s. Most former French colonies in Africa maintained close ties to their former
ruler. Sekou Touré of Guinea, however, refused to cooperate with the French roadmap for
independence. As a result, Guinea was economically isolated by France and its African allies.
The French made a concerted effort to maintain control over some of their former colonies. In Algeria
French authorities and settlers faced an armed revolt by local people. Algerian rebels fought the French
from 1954 until 1962, when French President De Gaulle granted the country its independence. The
Viet Minh forces. After a devastating defeat in the 1950s, the French withdrew from Vietnam. Vietnam
and its neighbors, Cambodia and Laos, gained their independence from France. But warfare continued
in Indochina for the next two decades, with American forces supporting anti-communist South Vietnam
against communist North Vietnam.

Like the French, the Portuguese resisted granting independence to their colonies. The Portuguese faced
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armed rebellions in all three of their mainland African colonies (Portuguese Guinea, now Guinea-Bissau,
Angola and Mozambique) in the 1960s and 1970s. In Guinea-Bissau, rebel forces captured control of
much of the countryside and established a provisional government there. The Portuguese colonies in
Africa finally won their independence in 1975, after a military coup in Portugal overthrew the former
government. The new leaders decided to bring a final end to costly the colonial wars.
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independence. Dominica won its independence in 1978, followed by St. Vincent and St. Lucia in 1979,
Belize in 1981, and St. Kitts and Nevis in 1983. In 1997 British-controlled Hong Kong reverted back to
Chinese control. Portuguese controlled Macao was returned to China in 1999. By the end of the 20th
century, only a few small, scattered territories in the Atlantic, Pacific, Caribbean and Indian Ocean
remained under the control of former colonial powers.
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